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Abstract
Machine learning approaches are applied across several domains to either simplify or
automate tasks which directly result in saved time or cost. Text document labelling is
one such task that requires immense human knowledge about the domain and efforts
to review, understand and label the documents.
The company Stare Decisis summarises legal judgements and labels them as they
are made available on Irish public legal source www.courts.ie. This research presents
a recommendation-based approach to reduce the time for solicitors at Stare Decisis
by reducing many numbers of available labels to pick from to a concentrated few that
potentially contains the relevant label for a given judgement. To solve this prob-
lem, traditional and state-of-the-art text feature representations along with K-Nearest
Neighbour recommender using both cosine similarity and word mover’s distance are
developed and compared. A series of experiments are designed starting from TF vec-
tors and KNN recommender which is set as a baseline. Further experiments were
designed after observing the results of the current experiment. Pre-trained word2vec
was used in this experiment as a baseline for state-of-the-art approaches and domain
specific embeddings were developed using data scraped from legal text sources.
The results obtained show that traditional feature representations do not suit well
for this problem. Pre-trained word embedding with cosine similarity showed greater
performance among resultant vector-based recommenders as it was trained on 100
billion words from Google news data. Domain specific embeddings developed were
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only trained on 60 million words and henceforth provided the results of around 0.24
precision at max. On the other hand, pre-trained embedding had lower vocabulary
intersection of 46% as compared to the domain specific word embeddings which had
about 61% at max. Moving forward from cosine-based approaches, WMD proved hard
to evaluate as its computational cost is high at this point of time. However, this meas-
ure has shown greater potential towards solving this problem by surpassing all of the
cosine similarity-based domain specific recommenders and traditional representation-
based recommenders on a sample data that was used to evaluate. There was about
5% increase in precision of the recommenders as compared to other recommenders de-
veloped including the pre-trained embedding which performed no different with WMD.
The research found out that the product of context by summing the word vectors
require high-quality word vectors to capture the analogy of the words when operations
are performed with it. This directly correlates with the number of examples provided
of each word for the embedding models to learn meaningful word vectors represent-
ations. This research highlighted critical aspects of the approach that needs to be
addressed to solve the problem such as the importance of similarity/distance metrics
for KNN when solving text data, amount of data required to achieve a quality of word
vectors, the computation required to solve the dataset used. This paves the way to
perform further exploration on the topic.
Keywords: nearest neighbours, word embedding, word2vec, FastText, cosine sim-
ilarity, word mover’s distance, term frequency, tf-idf, recommendation engine
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The invention and utilization of computing devices are constantly simplifying tasks
that generally took significantly more time when performed by humans. The ad-
vancement in technology and the ease of access to digital platforms has resulted in a
massive explosion in the amount of text data created and stored. These texts can be
in many forms across several domains such as web articles, emails, legal documents,
medical documents, Facebook posts, tweets, resumes, business documents etc. The
human society is completely dependent on information and this only keeps increas-
ing going forward. Lots of information lying around and more coming every second
is great but is only useful if we can make sense of them and utilize it to grow as a
society. Irrespective of the purpose and domain in a broader sense labelling these un-
structured text data can help achieve better organization, retrieval and searches which
can increase how one can use them meaningfully. However, the process of labelling
the documents is tedious and requires a significant amount of human effort. Just as
with many other problems that were solved, computers can be used in an attempt to
solve this problem. The field of machine learning (ML) that comes under the broader
field of computer science has constantly been used for decades to solve similar kind of
problems. ML also has affiliations with other fields such as mathematics and statistics.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
“A field of study that gives computer the ability to learn without being explicitly pro-
grammed” (Samuel, 1959).
The above statement defining ML was stated in the year of 1959 by Arthur Samuel
who is credited with creating self-learning computer programs at IBM. The field of ML
has matured significantly since then. In ML several types of algorithms and their ever-
growing variants are designed and improved constantly to solve variety of problems.
In general, ML algorithms attempt to find a function for a problem that it is trying to
solve while making sure it is as close to the realistic version of the function as possible.
For example, human beings naturally have the ability to read the text written on
pretty much anything and understand the writings. The process with which human
solve this is that by receiving light from the surface of where the writings are present
through the eyes and our brain will process this light to form an image and extract
a meaning out of it which is text. Here, anything that goes between the reception of
light (input variable) to understanding the text (output variable) is the function or in
general an ability. ML algorithms attempt to model such abilities by learning from
different types of input and output pairs. Once modelled these functions or models can
be used to predict the output variable using new input whose output is not known yet.
Back to labelling, when a human evaluator assigns labels for the documents it is of a
possibility that he is likely to use certain labels more often than others and some of the
labels not assigned of the bunch could still be relevant for the context of the documents.
This introduces subjectivity or bias in the labels assigned. There has been a significant
advancement in the techniques developed through research and more research is still
being conducted to make the process easy and as objective as possible. The labels
assigned is very similar to how the words are used in the language where small number




The input variables that are provided to the ML algorithm to model the problem
are also called features. Features are a representation of the raw data that they were
derived from and several types of representations may be available for the same data.
Since computers are designed to work with numbers and not characters all of the text
data must be converted to numbers before performing any type of operation. Hence,
researchers develop ML models with different types of representation in an attempt
to solve the problem. There are several types of feature representations available for
text data and each come with their own advantages and disadvantages.
The traditional ones are the Bag of Words(BoW) based feature representations such as
term frequency(tf) and term frequency-inverse document frequency(tf-idf). They are
both memory and computationally intensive and capture only the syntactic meaning
while completely ignoring the semantic meaning of the text.
Word embeddings is a collective term for a class of ML models that transform words
or phrases to real-valued numerical vectors called as word vectors. The current state-
of-the-art in text feature representations is based on word embeddings. They address
the issues that existed in traditional representations such as sparsity, capturing se-
mantic meaning and reduction of dimensionality. Domain specific text will be key
while developing word embeddings as word vectors obtained will align more towards
legal literature.
The field of ML has several branches that are used to solve different type of prob-
lems. Classification is one of the branches of ML and another branch recommendation
system is also closely related. Classification approaches are generally rigid and goal-
oriented and tend towards finding the exact labels. Recommendation approaches, on
the other hand, are more relaxed versions of the classification approach. Instead of
searching for exact labels they provide a bunch of recommendations in decreasing order
of importance in the hope to contain the relevant labels. Since the legal documents
used for this research has labels varying from 1 to 9 per document and considering the
subjectivity that may be introduced while labelling the documents recommendation
3
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approach seems to be a suitable fit to solve this problem.
K Nearest Neighbours(KNN) is one of the simplest to implement and easy to un-
derstand ML algorithm. It simply stores all of the labelled cases and uses a similarity
measure between the features of unlabelled and labelled cases to recommend labels for
unlabelled cases. There are several similarity metrics available and cosine similarity is
the popular choice. However, the state-of-the-art for document similarity at the mo-
ment is Word Movers Distance (WMD) by (Kusner, Sun, Kolkin, & Weinberger, 2015)
which operates on word vectors from word embeddings. The labelled dataset covering
about 6900 judgements is provided by Stare Decisis for this research. Stare Decisis is
an online service company that provides summaries for all the new judgements from
the Irish superior courts. They cover every new judgement from the Irish supreme
court, Court of appeal and the high court. Their services include easy searches by
keyword, topic, court or judge for the Irish legal documents. They manually label
each new judgement document that is published. The source judgements are available
on a public website www.courts.ie without the labels and as of 20th October 2019
there are about 13000+ judgements.
1.2 Research Problem
Legal documents or in general any text documents are written in natural language
in a human-understandable format which varies with the linguistic expressions of the
authors. Legal text, in general, will have its own vocabulary and style of writing which
is very different from general text data. Labelling these kind of documents must be
carried out appropriately using Natural Language Processing (NLP) based techniques
while focusing on the domain. Solving this for Stare Decisis using a recommendation
system approach is a challenge as development and evaluation of both traditional and
state-of-the-art feature representation and similarity measures will require a number
of individual models to be built and compared. Different feature representations and




1.3 Research Aims and Objectives
This research aims to develop an ML-based solution to reduce the amount of manual
effort required to label the Irish legal documents. In technical terms, this research
aims at finding a suitable text feature representation and similarity measure for KNN
based recommender that can be utilized to solve the problem of labelling the Irish
legal documents. This will reduce significantly the amount of manual effort required
to review the documents and understand the available labels to use them to label the
unlabelled document by the solicitors at Stare Decisis.
The objectives of this research are as follows:
1. Acquire labelled dataset from Stare Decisis.
2. Perform data cleaning and make it ready for feature extraction.
3. Extract tf and tf-idf vectors for traditional and word vectors from word embed-
dings for state-of-the-art feature representation from the legal documents.
4. For embeddings, two sets of word vectors will be extracted; one from Google’s
pre-trained word2vec embedding and new embeddings created using data scraped
from several legal sources.
5. Implementation of KNN recommender using both traditional and state-of-the-
art similarity measures and feature representations. Cosine is the traditional
similarity measure while WMD is currently the state-of-the-art.
6. Performing a series of comparisons on the developed recommenders to identify





This research is empirical in nature and is designed to gain knowledge through experi-
mentation and testing the feasibility of the approaches in consideration. The research
is secondary in nature as it will utilize existing research in the domain of NLP and
ML to evaluate content-based filtering recommendation system to label Irish legal
judgements using the labelled dataset procured from Stare Decisis.
Lastly, the research is inductive in nature as experiments are conducted in an attempt
to solve the research problem.
1.5 Research Limitations
Bias associated with the labels assigned could impact the evaluation of the recom-
mender. The recommender developed and evaluated in this research will still be on
the grounds of the initial distribution of labels.
The computational complexity of WMD is (p3 logp) (Le & Mikolov, 2014) where p
represents the number of words in the corpus. Applying this is still a challenge to
perform this with computational power available today when comparing two long doc-
uments. Hence, experiments are designed to evaluate only on a small sample of the
dataset.
This research limits itself to default settings with word embedding algorithms unless
mentioned due to computational complexities of the algorithms and time available.
Open-source tools are used to develop this research and other enterprise-scale tools
such as Amazon EC2, Google cloud, Microsoft Azure ML are not considered.
1.6 Document Outline
The remainder of this document is broken into the following chapters:
1. Literature Review gives an overview of data mining, frameworks, approaches
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to feature engineering as well as approaches to automatically build and tune
machine learning pipelines. This will focus the work around the identified gap.
2. Experiment Design & Methodology will detail the experiments proposed to ad-
dress the research questions. It will define the methods, libraries and tools that
will be used to test the hypothesis as well as the metrics required to evaluate
the experimental results and ultimately answer the research questions.
3. Implementation & Results will detail all the work done in order to complete
the experiments. It will also present the experimental results of the various
modelling approaches.
4. Evaluation and Analysis will interpret and analyse the results obtained during
the experiments, finally evaluating the proposed research question.
5. The conclusion chapter will summarise the totality of the work undertaken and





This chapter will discuss about the all the components of the research. It will start with
the concept of machine learning itself and drill down to the finer details of the com-
ponents that are relevant to this research. It will also discuss the aspects surrounding
the concepts related while providing an understanding of the field, the trends associ-
ated with the components, approach and the methodologies as found in the current
literature.
2.1 Machine learning
There are several well stated definitions for machine learning (ML), the below is the
popular one stated by Tom Mitchell in his book titled “Machine Learning”(Mitchell,
1997).
“A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of
tasks T and performance measure P if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by
P, improves with experience E.”
For example, a computer program that learns to play board games such as “Chinese
Go” may improve its performance as measured by its ability to find patterns and
win games at a class of tasks involving playing the game, either through experience
obtained by playing against humans or itself. In general, to have a problem that is
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well defined one must identify these three segments: the class of tasks, to improve the
measure of performance, and the source of experience.
Following Mitchell’s definition, the basic pipeline for ML as shown in 2.1 is to take
a collection of input and output variable pairs called as training data to develop a
model, which must then be objectively evaluated before making inference on unseen
data.
Figure 2.1: Machine learning pipeline
(Source: Machine learning SPEC9270 at TU Dublin-City campus by David Leonard)
In the real world, most of the data require some sort of pre-processing before it
can be used along with ML algorithms. Pre-processing generally include multiple
steps of operations on the data such as extraction of features, the transformation
of features(mathematical operations, scaling etc.), handling missing data and many
more and varies wildly from data to data. Algorithms are supplied with suitable pre-
processed data called training data to develop the model. Once developed, another
set of data called validation data is used to evaluate its performance and suitability
for the purpose.
2.2 Types of Machine Learning
The field of machine learning is broad and contains several branches. The two most
popular branches are supervised and unsupervised learning. There is a slight intersec-
tion between the branches and this area is called as semi-supervised learning.
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Figure 2.2: Supervised and unsupervised learning
(Source: Machine learning SPEC9270 at TU Dublin-City campus Sarah Jane
Delany)
There are other techniques such as recommendation systems which overlap across sev-
eral domains such as ML, information retrieval etc. For this reason, when research
authors speak about types of ML, supervised and unsupervised are generally chosen
and branches such as recommendation systems are not often discussed. It is often con-
fusing with recommendation systems to assign a type as they can be either supervised
or unsupervised or mix of both in terms of ML language.
2.2.1 Supervised learning
Supervised learning is a process of developing a model using input-output pairs to learn
patterns and use this to make inference on unseen input instances. The input-output
pairs used to learn patterns are called as a training set and the process of identifying
patterns in them is called learning. The process of model performance evaluation
generally starts by keeping some sets of input-output pairs away from training set
called test set. Once the learning phase is complete the model developed is used to
make predictions on the test set. The predictions are then compared with the actual
output and evaluation measures are calculated according to the type of task.
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The supervised learning further branches out depending on the type of tasks. The key
distinction being the type of outcome variable to be predicted. There are two types
of supervised learning, classification and regression.
Figure 2.3: Supervised learning
(Source: Machine learning SPEC9270 at TU Dublin-City campus Sarah Jane
Delany)
The above figure 2.3 shows the general workflow of supervised learning which remains
the same for both classification and regression. However, the type of outcome variable
will distinguish one from the other.
Classification
The outcome variable for this type of task is discrete in nature such as (“yes” or “no”),
(“High”, “Medium”, “Low”) and so on. There are three major types of classification.
Binary classification is a type of classification task where the outcome variable has
two distinct classes and any given input can belong to any one of the class. Example:
(“yes” or “no”), (“high” or “low”), (“male” or “female”) etc
Multi-class classification is where the outcome variable has more than two distinct
class and any given input can belong to anyone of these classes.
Example:(“High”, “Medium”, “Low”), (“Large”, “Medium”, “Small”) etc.
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Multi-level classification is a type of task where a given input can belong to more than
one of the available classes.
Example:
• Image: labels - (table, computer, window and sky),
• Web article: tags - (philosophy, fiction, science) etc.
Some of the most popular classification algorithms are, support vector machine(Yang,
2019d), multi-layer perceptron(Witten, Frank, Hall, & Pal, 2017), K Nearest Neigh-
bours (Yang, 2019b), Decision trees(Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2012), Logistic regression
(Yang, 2019a) etc.
Regression
The outcome variable for this type of problem is continuous in nature such as (age of
a person), (income), (time duration) etc.
Some of the popular regression algorithms are, linear regression (Ross, 2017), multi-
layer perceptron, decision trees, K Nearest Neighbours, support vector machine etc.
Some of the algorithms mentioned above can be used to perform both classification
and regression tasks.
2.2.2 Unsupervised learning
With unsupervised learning, there is no defined outcome variable and the task of the
algorithm is to discover any pattern from the data that is interesting. Clustering is
an example of an unsupervised learning technique that is used to find clusters within
data such that the data points inside the cluster are homogeneous and the datapoints
outside the cluster are heterogeneous to each other ideally.
Some example of clustering algorithms are k-means (Witten et al., 2017), hierarchical
clustering (Theodoridis & Koutroumbas, 2009), DBSCAN (Kotu & Deshpande, 2019b)
etc.
Dimensionality reduction is another example of unsupervised learning technique. It is
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a process of reducing the number of available variables, by obtaining a set of principle
variables that explain majority of the variance. Some of the popular dimensionality
reduction algorithms are principal component analysis (PCA) (Yang, 2019a), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) (Yang, 2019a) etc.
2.2.3 Recommendation system
Recommendation system (RecSys) refers to any system that is capable of recommend-
ing a set of items for a given input hoping to contain the relevant items.
More formally, RecSys can be defined as a decision making strategy for situations
where the target for a particular input can belong to multiple classes with conflicting
opinions among the users (Rashid et al., 2002). The concept of RecSys is broad and
spreads across several domains such as ML, information retrieval, and etc. The goals of
RecSys are nearly similar to multi-label classification. Multi-label classification aims
at predicting exact labels for a given input while RecSys on, the other hand, takes a
more relaxed approach with predictions in the form of multiple recommendations.
Figure 2.4: Recommendation example
(Source: Created using https://www.storyboardthat.com/storyboard-creator)
As shown in the figure 2.4, in some cases input can belong to multiple available labels
and level of agreement between the association of labels to input can vary from user
to user. RecSys will be a great fit in such environments which works by reducing
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the range of options available to few related options by eliminating the ones that are
irrelevant.
Figure 2.5: Classification of recommendation systems
(Source: http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1110866515000341)
RecSys can be classified into three major categories, content-based filtering, Collab-
orative filtering and Hybrid filtering as shown in the figure 2.5.
Content based filtering(CBF)
It is a domain dependent technique where emphasis is more on the analysis of the
attributes of the items in order to make recommendations. (Isinkaye, Folajimi, &
Ojokoh, 2015) suggest that when text documents such as publications, web articles
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and news are to be recommended CBF is most appropriate and successful. Here,
recommendations are made using features extracted from content of the items that
user has interacted with, in the past. In order to make meaningful recommendations
CBF makes use of similarity between documents using different approaches. To model
the difference between the documents CBF can use vector space models such as tf,
tf-idf (Kotu & Deshpande, 2015), word embedding vectors or probabilistic models such
as Na¨ıve Bayes classifier (Friedman, Geiger, & Goldszmidt, 1997) or Decision trees.
Either ML techniques or statistical analysis can be used be make recommendations by
learning the underlying model.
Collaborative filtering(CF)
It is a domain independent technique used for content such as music and movies where
they cannot be adequately or easily described using metadata. It works by creating
a database such as user-item matrix to hold preferences of users. CF can be fur-
ther classified into memory-based and model-based approaches (Gronvall et al., 2018;
Bobadilla, Ortega, Hernando, & Gutie´rrez, 2013).
Memory based techniques have found widespread success due to their effectiveness
in real life applications. These can be further divided into user based and item
based collaborative filtering. In user based collaborative filtering(UBCF) for any given
userA his nearest neighbours are calculated based on their profile and ranked and top
nearest neighbours are selected. The items that are rated by these users except for the
ones that userA has already rated are ranked and recommended to userA (Schafer,
Frankowski, Herlocker, & Sen, 2007).
Item based collaborative filtering(IBCF) is the opposite of UBCF where it calculates
similarity between items to identify potential users.
Model based techniques learn a model in an order to improve the performance of
the CF technique using previous interests of users. This approach can eliminate the
sparsity problem that memory-based approach using dimensionality reduction tech-
niques. Learning algorithms are used to analyse the user-item matrix to identify the
relationship between items. Model learnt can be employed to make recommendations
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for new users.
Hybrid filtering
Different techniques can be combined to gain better recommendation performance or
overcome the limitations and problems of pure recommendation approaches.
This research utilizes the similarity-based approach on text representations of legal
documents to recommend labels. The recommender technique used in this research is
Content Based Filtering. The impact of feature representation type and the similarity
techniques are explored in this research in an attempt to find a suitable approach to
generate relevant recommendations.
2.3 Text feature representation
Text feature representation is of one the key components of this research. This section
will discuss the different types of text representation that are used in this research and
also the popular approaches that are found in the literature as of date.
There are several types of feature representations available for text data and each of
them come with their own advantages and disadvantages. The traditional ones are
the Bag of Words(BoW) based feature representations such as term frequency(tf) and
term frequency - inverse document frequency(tf-idf) while the state-of-art approaches
are mostly word vector based.
2.3.1 Bag of words
In this method, firstly a vector with the number of dimensions equal to the number of
distinct words from a set of documents called corpus is created. Each element of the
vector representing a particular word. This vector is extracted from each document
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where the vector elements represent how many times the corresponding word has
appeared in that document.
Example:
Doc A = ”This is an apple. Apple is ...”;
Doc B = ”This is an orange. Orange ...”
Doc/ Words this is an apple orange
BoW(Doc A) 1 2 1 2 0
BoW(Doc B) 1 1 1 0 2
Table 2.1: Example: Bag of Words
2.3.2 Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency
Term frequency and inverse document frequency is also known as tf-idf. It is a product
of two statistics related to the text. The weights represented by tf-idf represent how
important a word is to a document in a corpus(collection of documents).
Term frequency(TF)
It measures how frequently a term has occurred in a document and this alone can be




ND = Number of times word w occurs in a document
TD = Total number of words in the document
Suppose if the length of Doc A is 100 words and “the” appears 15 times out of 100
then the word “the” holds a weight of 0.15.
Inverse Document Frequency(IDF)
IDF defines the importance of the word based on its frequency in the corpus. The
idea is to reduce the weights of the words that appear frequently across the corpus.
Meaning the words that appear most frequently such as “the”, “is”, “that”, “it” and
17
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TC = Number of documents in corpus
Dw = Number of documents with word w in it
Suppose if there are 100 documents and the word “the” appears 200 times in total
then the idf of the word will be -0.69.
Term frequency inverse document frequency(tf-idf)
Finally, tf-idf is an amalgamation of the both tf and idf. Multiplying both the tf and
idf will provide with tf-idf weights for each words in the document. For the word “the”
as per the examples given above it will be,
tf-idf (Doc) = 0.15 X (-0.69) = -0.1035
As observed the weight of the frequent word “the” decreased from 0.15 to -0.1035.
2.3.3 n-Grams
An n-gram is a sequence of n characters or words (Aiyar Shetty, 2018). First, the
value of n is chosen and then the combination of n characters or words in sequence as
appeared in corpus is extracted. The representations such as BoW, tf, tf-idf can also
be calculated for these combination.
Example:
Doc A: “this is an apple”
Assuming the words in the corpus as the same as in Doc A. The below is the repres-
entation of BoW of n-grams where n=2.
Doc/n-Grams this is is an an apple
BoW(Doc A) 1 1 1
Table 2.2: Example: nGram
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2.3.4 Word vectors
Measuring a semantic relationship between text documents plays a vital role in a
variety of language processing tasks such as plagiarism detection, finding similar doc-
uments and so on. Semantic similarity is challenging due to varying linguistic expres-
sions of the authors.
Vector space models have been used in distributional semantics for decades now. Since
then number of models have appeared for estimating continuous representation of
words such as latent dirichlet allocation (Bastani, Namavari, & Shaffer, 2019) and
latent semantic analysis(Yu, Xu, & Li, 2008) to name a few.
Word embeddings are an application of neural networks (Fathi & Shoja, 2018) that
takes words from vocabulary of corpus as input and translates them to lower di-
mensional space and applies back-propagation (Eberhart & Shi, 2007) techniques to
fine-tune the weights. Word embeddings are the weights of first layer of the network,
which is usually referred to as embedding layer or projection layer. The embedding
layer of a neural network can project all of the words in the corpus to just a few nodes.
The weights of these projection layer capture the semantic meaningful representation
of the words. There were several pseudo implementations of this concept (Bengio,
Ducharme, Vincent, & Janvin, 2003) but none that were feasible on corpus with large
vocabulary due to lack of computational power. First successful implementation on
large vocabulary was demonstrated by (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) with
millions of words.
Word embedding is a collective term for models that learn to map words in the vocabu-
lary to numerical vectors. This technique reduces the dimensions of the text data while
providing additional benefits such as capturing semantic meaningful representation of
the words. There are 3 popular vector space representation under word embedding,
namely, word2vec, FastText and GloVe.
Word2vec
(Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013) introduced a neural network based distributed repres-
entation of words. This is arguably the most popular of the available word embedding
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models. It is a two-layer shallow neural network that is designed to process text data.
The input provided to this is a text corpus while output received is a set of feature
vectors for words in that corpus. The authors have recommended two architectures to
calculate word vectors namely, Continuous Bag of Words(CBoW) and Skip-gram.
Figure 2.6: CBoW and Skip-gram architectures
(Source: (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013))
CBoW architecture is designed to predict the current word based on the context. The
architecture used here is a classic feed-forward neural network. The neighbouring
words with a chosen window size are provided as an input to predict the current word.
Excluding the hidden layers, the linear projection layer is shared and their index cor-
responding to each word will be a numeric word vector for that word.
All of the words in the corpus will be converted to a set of binary vectors whose length
is equal to the length of the vocabulary. The position of the value 1 in the vector
indicates a particular word in the vocabulary. This method of representation is also
called as on-hot encoding. The one hot encoded vectors of neighbouring words are
used as input while predicting the target word which is also a one-hot vector. The
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model is trained to predict the target word by sliding the window across the text in the
corpus several times while adjusting the weights. Numerical representation of words
can be extracted using the weights of the projection layer which broadcasts all of the
words in the vocabulary to a defined set of nodes generally in the number of few tens
to hundreds.
Skip-gram is another approach to achieve word embeddings. Here projection layer will
be present at the output layer as compared to CBoW method whose projection layer
was at the input. Skip-gram aims to train a feed forward neural network to predict
the neighbouring words given a target word.
Words are represented by real valued vectors, typically in the range of few tens to
hundreds of dimensions, as opposed to dimension equal to the size of the vocabulary
in traditional BoW-based representations such as TF/TF-IDF (Aizawa, 2003). The
distributed vector representation of the words is learned depending on the usage of
the words as found in the corpus. The more the examples of the usage in different
sentences the better the representation of the vectors. This allows similar words to
have similar representations naturally capturing the meaning of them. This is how the
problem of synonyms encountered in traditional methods is solved.
The application of word2vec extends beyond text processing, it is also used in recom-
mendation systems, gene encoding, social media graphs etc. The obtained embedding
also allows the user to perform vector calculus like addition and subtraction to find
different meanings and relationship of the words.
The figure 2.7 provides a general idea behind how vector addition is performed in
vector space. When two vectors are added a new vector is formed and this is called
as a resultant vector. In the example, the resultant force is used to show the direction
in which the swimmer is pushed considering his direction of swim and the direction of
the current.
Similarly, embedding assigns direction for each word in vector space where similar
words face similar direction and opposite words face the opposite direction. When
vector calculus is performed on the word vectors meaning analogies can be expected.
One of the famous demonstrated example of word embedding is when you perform
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Figure 2.7: Resultant vector
(Source:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780123747518000019)
the arithmetic operation of word vectors (King – Man + Woman) you get Queen on
relevant word embedding. This example demonstrates analogical reasoning capabil-
ity of word embeddings. (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) have
clearly explained that addition of two vectors results in product of their context and
the product here works similar to an “AND” operation. They have also demonstrated
that large amount of quality data to create embeddings results in better performance.
There are several algorithms to generate word embeddings and some of the popular
are word2vec, GloVe and FastText.
FastText
FastText is another implementation of word2vec but with some architectural changes
(Bhardwaj, Di, & Wei, 2018). Unlike word2vec FastText also considers the internal
structure of the words while learning word representations. The smallest unit to train
on for word2vec is words themselves while on the other hand for FastText it is char-
acter level n-grams. For example, for the word “happy” the word vector with n-gram
of minimum size 3 and maximum size 6 can be decomposed to:
lt;ha, lt;hap, lt;happ, lt;happy, hap, happ, happy, happygt;, app,appy, appygt;, ppy,
ppygt;, pygt;
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Due to this FastText generates better word embeddings for words that are infrequent.
Even the infrequent words will have many neighbours here as supposed to word2vec
where they are left stranded away with little to no neighbours. When faced with
new words which are not found it the vocabulary word2vec completely halts and since
FastText is on the character level as long as the n-grams of these words have appeared
in the training corpus FastText will be able to construct word vectors by summing up
character n-gram vectors. The disadvantage of using FastText to extract word vectors
is, as this algorithm works on the character level it takes large memory and time to
learn the embedding. Since this is an extended version of word2vec both CBoW and
skip-gram variants are available. Pre-trained FastText embeddings are available at
https://FastText.cc/ in 157 different languages.
2.3.5 Other representations
There are several other feature representations available for text and also many that
are derived from the ones explained already. Some of these representations are ex-
plained below.
PCA on BoW representations: As explained earlier, BoW based representations suffer
from sparsity and dimensionality issues. Hence, dimensionality reduction techniques
are applied on these to reduce both problems. Principle Component Analysis (PCA)
is one of the popular dimensionality reduction technique. Given a data d with vari-
ables l, PCA determines a subspace of dimension m 6 l, such that after projection
of the variables into this subspace the statistical variance of the variables is optimally
retained. The subspace is defined by m mutually orthogonal axes called as principle
components. These principle components capture the majority of the variance from l
in decreasing order. Hence, just choosing a small number of principle components from
the start will drastically reduce the number of dimensions while explaining majority
of the variance from the initial data d.
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Doc2Vec: It is an extension of word2vec models whose aim is to create a numeric
representation of document, irrespective of its word length (Le & Mikolov, 2014). The
word vectors represent the concept of word the document vectors represent concept
of document. The slight addition was made to the already existing word2vec with a
feature vector which is document unique. During the training of word2vec document
vector is also trained and holds the numeric representation of the document at the end
of the training.
Selecting characteristic words: (B. Li & Han, 2013) have an interesting idea of utilizing
the characteristic(feature) words selected from the document calculated by tf-idf. This
establishes a relationship between the labels which are presented as legal provisions
and features which are as mentioned the characteristic words. The method to attain
characteristic words is through the application of the Chi squared statistic during the
traditional tf-idf. Then the position of the characteristic words is calculated in the
document by introducing correction factors through CHI squared test and integrate
them with the tf-idf values. They have proven that by introducing this additional pro-
cess into the flow provides a significant improvement in the model performance over
the traditional method. The author explains that this improved version of the tf-idf
method solves the problem of distribution of the feature words between the target
classes and insufficient importance of the keywords when tf-idf alone is applied.
2.4 Algorithms
An algorithm is a finite set of well defined, computer instructions that takes some value,
or set of values as input and produces some value, or set of values, as an output. It
is thus a sequence of computational steps that transforms input to output (Cormen,
Leiserson, Rivest, & Stein, 2009).
To solve the problem of labelling Irish legal judgements using recommender approach
there are several available algorithms that are relevant. Depending on the type of
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feature representation used appropriate approaches can be utilized to solve the task.
The key ideas behind some of the relevant algorithms for this research are discussed
in detail below.
2.4.1 K Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
K-Nearest Neighbours(KNN) (Yahyaoui’s, Yahyaoui, & Yumus¸ak, 2018a) is a type of
supervised learning algorithm. It is one of the easiest to implement and understand.
This algorithm stores all of the provided input and uses similarity measure to classify
new input.
Given a set of training data T, a distance measure D and an integer K. For a new
data point p whose output is unknown, the algorithm searches T for K nearest points
using measure D and assigns the common output among its neighbour to p.
Figure 2.8: Principle of K Nearest Neighbour algorithm
(Source:
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/B9780128131855000097)
As shown in the figure 2.8, for the classification of a new data point the distance D is
measured between it and all the other data points in T. In the provided in the image
above 3 nearest neighbours are chosen for the new data point and Class 1 is provided
as the prediction.
KNN can also be used to perform regression instead of selecting the most popular
outcome as the outcome for new data point as in classification an average or median
can be taken and provided as the prediction to perform regression tasks. The Content
Based Filtering recommendation engine is basically a KNN based approach.
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The performance of KNN hinges on the determination of similarity and dissimilarities
between the memorized data point and the new data point. To quantify this range of
measures are available such as calculating distance, correlation, cosine similarity and
Jaccard similarity (Kotu & Deshpande, 2019a).
Rescaling the variables is one of the key pre-processing steps that have to performed
when dealing with similarity measures. If the variables present in a data point is of
different scales such as kilogram, milligram and microgram the measure will be right
on individual variable level and completely wrong when averaged. For example, if a
difference between two data points at different scale was (Variable1: 0.01kilogram,
Variable2: 1 gram,Variable3: 1000 milligram). Then the average taken of the differ-
ences can easily be dictated by any of the particular variable on smaller units. Here
in this case the average considering its numbers as it is stands at 333.67 which is
completely false. If each of the values were normalized to one scale say, grams then
the true value stands at 4 grams. Hence, normalization also called as scaling is a
crucial step to be performed when working with algorithms that use either distance
or similarity metrics.
Distance measures
The popular distance measures used are Euclidean, Manhattan and Hamming.
Euclidean:
If X and Y are two data points with k features, X = (x1, x2, . . . ,xk-1, xk) and
Y = (y1, y2, . . . ,yk-1, yk) then their distance can be measured along the straight






It is the sum of the difference between the variables of X and Y instead of root of
squared distance. This distance measure is also called as taxicab distance, as this
is similar to the visual path traversed by a vehicle around city blocks. (Kotu &
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i=1 |(xi − yi)|
Hamming:
Euclidean and Manhattan distances work best with numerical variable but hamming
distance suits well with categorical variables especially binary variables. It measures
the number of components by which two vectors or strings differ (Yang, 2019c).
Word mover’s distance:
Word mover’s distance (WMD) is a completely different approach to solving the text
similarity problem. Instead of using two vectors to calculate the similarity between
documents which has been done so far with TF, TF-IDF and resultant word vectors
along with cosine, WMD uses word vectors for each word from both the documents.
At the core of WMD is another metric called as earth mover’s distance(EMD) which
is used to solve transportation problem. EMD is a measure of distance between two
probability distributions over a region. Informally, consider two separate heaps of sand
distributed differently over the ground and EMD calculates the minimum amount of
work done to transport one heap to look like the other. WMD similarly, transports
words from one document to the other in vectors space created by embedding. WMD
calculates the minimum amount of work to transport words from document one to
document two.
Word embeddings capture a meaningful representation of each word and this is the
key to calculate WMD. Words similar in meaning will be closer and transportation
of such words require less work, in other words will have smaller distance. Dissimilar
words will have more distance and transportation cost is high. To identify similar
words between the documents WMD has to calculate distance of travel for each word
from document one to document two and vice versa. Hence, the computational cost to
calculate WMD is extremely high and with the best average time to solve this problem
scales to O(p3 log p) , where p denotes unique number of words in the documents.
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Unlike distance measures, similarity measures are generally range bound and few of
the popular similarity measures are Jaccard and cosine.
Jaccard similarity:
Jaccard similarity also known as Jaccard Index. For a given sets X and Y Jaccard
similarity is the measure of the ratio between the number of items in both the sets





Given two non-zero vectors X and Y cosine similarity measures as the name suggests
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Figure 2.10: Cosine similarity
(Source: https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/statistics-for-machine/
9781788295758/eb9cd609-e44a-40a2-9c3a-f16fc4f5289a.xhtml)
As the name suggests, it measures the cosine of the angle between two non-zero vectors.
The value of cosine similarity ranges from -1 to 1. Two vectors with same direction will
produce the value of 1 indication they are similar and two vectors in opposite direction
will produce the value of -1 indicating they are dissimilar. Cosine can be used with
BoW representations or the word vector representations to identify similarity between
the text documents.
2.4.2 Decision tree
Decision trees are one of the supervised learning algorithm. It is a classification
approach-based data induction learning (Shi, 2014). There are several version of this
algorithm available and the popular ones are ID3 and C4.5.
Terminology
Root node: point of access or first node.
Branch: A link between two nodes
Leaf: a terminal node
Internal node: a node that is not a leaf.
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Construction and working
The construction and design of decision tree below is provided as per the version ID3.
Decision trees as the name suggests builds a classification or a regression model in
the form of an inverted tree structure. It breaks down given training data D with n
variables to k smaller sets di using a particular test criterion as calculated using a
statistical measure of some sort in an attempt to separate the observations present
in D to sets called as a pure set. A pure set is a subset of the any given initial data
which contains only the observations for one type of outcome class. Child node is
created for each split made on test criterion and the observations in parent node is
shared among child nodes. The level of purity keeps increasing from parent node to
child node. Again, calculation of criterion will be done on child node and the process
continues recursively on each child node created to attain pure nodes. It is possible
to create more than one decision tree for the same training data. The identification
of criterion to split the data is the key aspect for the construction of the decision
tree. To identify the purity of the split different measures have been identified such
as Entropy, Gini, Classification error, variance and so on. Pruning is a method that
is used on decision trees to avoid overfitting on the training data. If-then rules can be
extracted from the final decision tree algorithm if required and any predictions made
is easy explainable and the rules themselves will self-explanatory.
The adaptation of decision tree algorithm is also used to perform multi-label classi-
fication (Vens, Struyf, Schietgat, Dzˇeroski, & Blockeel, 2008) for any given validation
data.
2.4.3 Random Forest
An ensemble is defined as a group of complementary parts working together to con-
tribute to a single effect. Random forest is a type of ensemble learning, here multiple
decision trees are constructed which often improve the performance over an individual
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classifier. There are two popular approaches to create an ensemble called bagging and
boosting.
Bootstrap aggregation also known as bagging, here instead of having single training
set D of size n. As shown in figure 8, multiple training sets of size n is created by
sampling the same data with repetition. In context to random forest multiple decision
tree models are developed on these training sets and the predictions are made using
the voting mechanism. Recommendations can be made using the labels that were
available after voting mechanism.
Boosting is an alternative approach which also uses voting mechanism to make predic-
tions. However, during voting, unlike bagging which weights all of the models equally
boosting weights models according to performance. Boosting is an iterative and ad-
aptive method, here models are created and evaluated and next the succeeding model
will be encouraged to become and expert for observations which current model has
misclassified. The intuition being that all of the models must be made experts to com-




Different evaluation metrics are available for each type of machine learning tasks and
the same metrics may or may not be used for the same task as the goals of the research
will vary. Regression and classification are types of supervised learning and constitutes
a majority of applications of machine learning. Metrics such as recall, and precision
are easy to implement and understand and are useful in multiple classification and
recommendation tasks. This section will focus on metrics associated with classification
which are also used for recommendations.
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Classification metrics
The concept of confusion matrix is used to derive metrics associated with classification.
The confusion matrix can be used for binary, multi-class and multi-label classifications
and also to evaluate the performance of recommender systems.
Evaluation of binary classification provides a general idea of confusion matrix and the
same is adapted suitably for other discrete outcome prediction models.
Figure 2.11: Confusion matrix
(Source: : Data Science(Second edition) concepts and practice by Kotu Deshpande,
2019)
The structure of a binary classification confusion matrix is shown in the figure 9. It
is a form of truth table that is traditionally arranged in the form of 2 X 2 matrix.
The predicted classes are horizontally arranged in rows and actual classes vertically in
columns, the order may be reversed sometimes. Quick way to understand this table
is to scan along the diagonal starting on the top left. In an ideal case there will be
number only along this axis and zeros elsewhere. The cells on the diagonal are the
correct predictions of the model which others are incorrect.
Elements of confusion matrix:
True positive (TP): These are the cases that were predicted to be true and were true
in actual.
True negative(TN): There are the cases that were predicted to be false and were false
in actual.
False positive (FP): These are the cases that were predicted to be true but were false
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in actual.
False negative (FN): These are the cases that were predicted to be false but were true
in actual.
These four measures are used to create some of the commonly used metrics to explain
the performance of the model. Some of the popular metrics are precision, recall, ac-
curacy, F1 score.









Accuracy: Ability of the classifier to classify all the correct cases as correct and incor-
rect cases as incorrect.
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN
F1 score: F1 score is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Its value
tends to be smaller of the two values unlike arithmetic mean. To achieve a high F1
score both precision and recall should be high. This measure is used for the compar-
ison of the models as it incorporated both precision and recall. It’s value ranges from
0 to 1. F1 is considered as the appropriate measure when there is imbalance in the
label distribution.
F1 = 2 *
Precision ∗Recall
Precision + Recall
The above measures can be used for either binary or multi-class classification tasks.
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The adaptations of these measures and others are used for multi-label classification
and recommendation engines. Unlike classification, in some recommendation tasks the
order of the recommendations will be of utmost important and even these must be
taken into consideration when calculating the evaluation metrics.
Precision@N: When dealing with recommendation systems there are multiple outcomes
that will be of interest. In this case precision values for each recommendations can be
averaged to get an estimate of the model’s precision.
Recall@N: Similar to precision@N, but here recall is averaged to get a single number
estimate of model’s recall.
NDCG: Normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG), unlike precision and recall
it also considers the order of recommendations made. In cases like search engine top
recommendations will be of more value than the ones in the bottom. Hence, correct
prediction of the relevant outcomes and their rankings will be of high priority. There
are two measures calculated prior to reaching NDCG, Cumulative gain(CG) and dis-
counted cumulative gain(DCG). CG sums up the relevance of the top ranked items
while DCG discounts for items that are down the order. NDCG as the name implies
is the normalized version of DCG such that range always stays between 0.0 and 1.0.
NDCG is an important measure in cases where order of the recommendations is of
priority such as search engines, recommendation of the products to customers and so
on.
2.5.2 Methods
During development of machine learning model, one needs to evaluate the model in
multiple places. The first phase involves with the prototyping where multiple models
are tried to identify the best one. Once a suitable model is identified it will be deployed
in production where further testing will be made on the live data.
Online evaluation measures live metrics of the model in production on live data.
Offline evaluation measures metrics of the model during prototype stage(and some-
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Figure 2.12: Evaluation methods
(Source: : Evaluating machine learning models by Zheng, 2015)
times same metrics on live data as well).
Once trained ML models must be evaluated on a dataset that is independent of the
training set. Because the performance measurement on the training data is extremely
optimistic estimate of its true performance on new data. A fair evaluation of the
model can only be obtained on the data that the model has not seen yet. This ap-
proach provides a generalized estimate of the model performance, saying how well the
model generalizes to new unseen data.
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Figure 2.13: Holdout validation
(Source: : Evaluating machine learning models by Zheng, 2015)
It is one of the simplest ways of evaluating the model. Here, assuming all of the data
points are independent and identically distributed, for a given data D randomly some
data points of D is sampled and held out as validation set. Models are then trained
on the training set and evaluated on the validation set. This method is fast and easy
to implement but with the downside that it is less reliable. As the evaluation results
are obtained from a small subset of data D it is difficult to estimate the generalized
metrics, variance information or the confidence intervals. Hold out methods are gen-
erally applied when there is a large number of data points available and a subset can
be held out and this subset is again large enough to derive statistical estimates of the
metrics.
Cross validation
Cross-validation is another validation method and is simply the way of generating
different sets of training and validation sets for the process of hyper-parameter tuning.
There are many variants of cross validation and the most popular one is k-fold cross
validation. In this method the given data D is divided into k subsets. Here, k-1
subsets are merged to form a training set while one subset is held out as validation set
and this process repeats for each subset. The required metrics are calculated during
all the k iterations. The overall performance metrics are measured using the average
of metrics captured during each iteration.
Another variant of cross validation is leave one out cross validation. This version is
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Figure 2.14: k-fold cross validation
(Source: : Evaluating machine learning models by Zheng, 2015)
not but the k-fold cross validation taken to the extreme. The value of k here is equal
to the number of data points in the dataset. Meaning, each data point is held out
once and the rest of the data points are used as training to develop the model and
evaluation metrics is calculated on the held-out data point.
Cross-validation is useful technique to apply when given data D has small number of
data points and hold out process is not affordable. It is computationally expensive for
large datasets.
Bootstrap aggregation
Figure 2.15: Bootstrap validation
(Source: : Evaluating machine learning models by Zheng, 2015)
Bootstrap is a sampling technique. Given a dataset DA with n observations, it creates
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another dataset DB with n observations by uniformly sampling at random DA with
replacement. Since, the real distribution of the datasets is generally not known and
only one dataset is provided to represent the population which provides with an empir-
ical distribution. The bootstrap re-samples from the same dataset because sampling
without replacement changes the empirical distribution after each draw. Thus, boot-
strap sampled set is expected to contain same data points multiple time and the
expected ratio of distinct points is (1-1/e) ≈63.2%. In other words, about 63.2% of
the data constitute as training set while others that are not selected considered as
validation set.
2.6 Types of problems in legal domain
Most of the related and surrounding technical concepts for this research are explained
so far in this chapter. The type of problems that are faced in the legal domain are
several and with such voluminous text data created efficient management can help
speed up several cases in the legal domain. The below are some of the tasks that are
performed on legal text.
2.6.1 Summarization
Legal documents are generally lengthy and very different than regular text documents
and may contain sentence structure and vocabulary that is not common outside of this
domain. It is essential for lawyers and citizens to do an exhaustive research on the
related case before they can understand and answer questions in the court. For quite
some time legal editors are hired to create judgement summaries to pick out useful
information from the chosen judgements to create summaries. Creating summaries of
number of documents is tedious and requires significant human effort. Number of ML
techniques are developed to solve this problem. The main challenge of summarizing
the judgements is about creating short summaries without changing the main context
of the lengthy document. The field of text summarization is vast and achieving a text
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summary could be done is many ways.
2.6.2 Predictive coding
With the increase in volume of evidences and the cost of manual review, many legal
teams consider computer assisted review to help scan through digital records quicker
and with less human intervention. Predictive coding is the common name for this
procedure which is emerging as an accepted practice in some extremely large cases.
It is a process of using keywords, filtering and sampling to automate segments of e-
discovery document review. The goal of predictive coding is to reduce the number of
irrelevant and non-responsive documents that need to be reviewed manually. Software
tools developed using mathematical model or machine learning model are used to scan
and locate data that is relevant to legal cases. Users can use a set of documents to
identify potentially relevant documents by training the computer program to identify
similar ones. To guide the process and measure effectiveness of the procedure it will
generally incorporate statistical or sampling techniques alongside human review. Pre-
dictive coding is a type of technology assisted review (TAR) and both of them are used
interchangeably. Predictive coding may involve several type of tasks to be performed
such as clustering, search models, classification, etc.
2.6.3 Document labelling
Lawyers or any user of legal domain could greatly benefit from an organized set of
documents either to use them or cite them in their current cases. Recommendation
or classification techniques can be used to label legal judgements which is one of the
activities that help organize the documents. The task of document labelling also comes




This chapter provides the blueprint for this research and acts as the glue between the
components explained in the previous chapter. The chapter is structured as follows.
The first section of the chapter is the dataset section, it deals with the complete nuts
and bolts of the dataset that is received from Stare Decisis and the dataset that
is scraped to develop word embeddings. Later, section 3.2 will discuss the design of
the research. Here explanation about how multiple experiments are performed in an
attempt to solve the research problem is given. Lastly, section three is the section
dedicated to the methodology of the research which explains about the systematic
way of connecting components of the research starting from data to recommendations
and everything in between.
3.1 Dataset
Two datasets are used in this research. Dataset 1, the labelled legal dataset was
provided by Stare Decisis. Dataset 2, on the other hand, is the one that is scraped as
part of this research to develop word embeddings.
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3.1.1 Labelled legal judgements
Stare Decisis provided this dataset for this research in a JSON file format. When
parsed into a table this contained 15 columns with 6981 observations. The column
names are presented below,
1. Abstract 6. content 11. key quotations
2. case citations 7. judgement summary 12. Link
3. case name 8. list cat 13. primary cat
4. citation number 9. primary judge 14. title
5. primary court 10. date 15. id
Table 3.1: Labelled legal dataset columns
Of all the columns that are available and as highlighted in the table above only content
and list cat columns are necessary for this research. Content, as the name suggests,
contains the complete text report of judgement and the list cat contains the labels to
which the report is assigned. Since many labels can be assigned to any given judgement
the column list cat contains multiple labels in the form of single string separated by
a comma. The text provided in the Content column is in an HTML format and must
be parsed to receive the actual judgement data. Before that, investigation of labels
showed that there was a label called “uncategorized” that is present independently
for 90 of the judgements and 17 cases where it was found alongside other cases. The
decision was made to remove these 90 judgements as these cannot be used to evaluate
the recommenders developed and in other 17 cases, just the label “uncategorized” was
removed from the set of labels assigned for judgements.
Contents
There is a certain number of pre-processing steps that have to be applied to the text
present in the Contents column. The steps taken vary slightly for both the traditional
and the state-of-the-art feature representations. The difference being that stemming,
and removal of stop words and rare words are only applied to the traditional repres-
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entation, apart from this every other step taken is the same.
• Parsing the HTML text to extract the judgement text
• Remove all escape characters (such as , , )˚, punctuation, single character words,
extra white spaces.
• Convert the whole document to lowercase text.
• Stemming using porter stemming algorithm. (For only traditional feature represent-
ations)
• Removal of stop words and rare words. (For only traditional feature representations)
• Tokenize sentence to words.
The judgements of the legal case in this research can also be referred to as a report or
more technically a document. However, not be confused with the usage as they can
be used interchangeably. Firstly, exploration of the text data in the context of words
and later on the documents.
The figure 3.1 shows the distribution of word frequencies. To generate an informative
chart word frequency scale is transformed to log10 scale and to make explanation easy
word ranks are converted to percentile. Word rank is just an index assigned to each
word, here the min is 1 and the maximum is the total number of distinct words in
the corpus which is 56027 and percentile shrinks this to range between 0 to 100. As
observed, the frequency distribution of the words are highly skewed with about 31%
of the words having a frequency of just 1 for the whole corpus and are considered rare
words. On the other end of the spectrum are the most common words with frequency
as high as 314784. Going by the Zipf’s law (Powers, 1998) the words from the both the
ends of the spectrum can be clipped off as rare words are too rare and most common
words are too common to add any value. Some words from both the ends of the
spectrum given below just to confirm before clipping.
Some rare words from the corpus: Antoin, antifungal, anther, antenatally, answerab-
ility etc.
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Figure 3.1: Word frequency vs their rank
Some common words from the corpus: And, that, in, to, of, the, review, year and etc.
The left end of the spectrum is mostly the mix of nouns and rare words while the right
end of the spectrum is mostly stop words and words common in legal vocabulary. After
observation, the words below 31st percentile and words above 99th percentile will be
clipped from the documents. Something interesting happens with the documents after
the clipping of the both the left and right ends of the spectrum together removes
about 17000 words from the corpus vocabulary. This reduces the count to around
36900 words which completely nullified 2471 documents. There is a critical decision
to be made here to either remove the words and together the nullified documents or
retain and proceed. The major issue is due to too many infrequent words. To look
deeper at the issue, for BoW based feature representations and cosine similarity-based
approach removes these words even if included during the dot product and has no effect
during the recommendation for other documents. But, the real problem of inclusion is
during the evaluation where recommendations of these null documents can offset the
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real evaluation scores. To keep the research fair, nullified documents will be removed,
and evaluation will be performed. This problem does not exist with the word vectors,
irrespective of similarity measure. It is possible that some of the infrequent words
could be synonyms with each other if so, will cluster together in embedding space and
FastText has greater advantage in this situation as this operates on character level.
Now that each documents are pre-processed completely; the details on the documents
level can be analyzed. The total number of reports after removal of “uncategorized”
is 6891 and later removal of null documents is 4420.
As observed in the table 3.2 the distinct words of either 56027 before removal or 36905
after removal suggests the length of the traditional feature vector for each document
will be long. With the minimum of either 6 or 3 and maximum of either 37437 or
17578 and an average of either 2904 or 1358 words per document offers the glimpse
of the sparsity of these vectors. This is where a word vector representations shines,
as they provide lesser dense vectors for each document while capturing the semantic
meaning which traditional feature representations completely ignore.
Measure Before removal After removal
Minimum words per document 6 3
Minimum distinct words per document 6 3
Maximum words per document 37437 17578
Maximum distinct words per document 2530 2530
Average words per document 2904 1358
Average distinct words per document 695 489
Median words per document 2206 994
Median distinct words per document 643 432
Total words in the corpus ≈20 Million ≈ 6 Million
Total distinct words in the corpus 56027 36905
Table 3.2: Statistics of text documents before and after removal of words
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Labels
Labels are the outcome variable of each document and this research is performed to
recommend labels to new documents. The data provided contains 130 different types
of labels of which one is uncategorized as mentioned earlier and was removed from the
dataset. The number of labels from here on is 129.
Figure 3.3 is the frequency chart of all the labels assigned for judgements. This chart
clearly shows that some of the labels are very frequent while most of the others are
infrequent. This could possibly be an indication of the presence of bias as discussed
earlier in chapter 1.
Figure 3.2: Labels per judgement across corpus
As observed in the figure 3.2 above, the number of labels assigned per judgement
is less than equal to just 3 labels for up to 80% of all the documents provided and
about 4 labels for another 16% of the documents. Totally making about 96% of the
judgements containing less than 4 labels. The minimum of the labels assigned is 1
and maximum of 9 with an average of 2.7 labels per document. However, selecting the
number of recommendations to generate is optional and it is clear that just providing
3 recommendations will be able to justify 80% of the judgements if the distribution
remains the same in the future documents.
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3.1.2 Scraped text data
Word embeddings require an enormous amount of text data to develop and the util-
ization of judgements data from the previous section will provide an unfair advantage
to the models to know patters prior new appearance and exhibit the behaviour of
overfitting. Hence data apart from the above judgements must be procured to de-
velop word embeddings to avoid overfitting. The data provided from State Decisis
was about 6891 judgements and the source www.courts.ie contains about 13000+
judgements as of 20th October 2019. Firstly, all of the available judgements from
this source was scraped. Next, the JSON file provided by Stare Decisis also con-
tained a column called Link and these links were used to identify the judgements that
are present in both the scraped and initially provided. Once identified these judge-
ments were removed from the scraped judgements. There were about 6100 judge-
ments available for the development of embeddings model. The incorporation of more
text for embeddings space will only help improve the quality of word vectors as sug-
gested by (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013). Hence, more legal data was scraped
from https://www.supremecourt.gov/oral arguments/argument transcript/ which is
the United States of America website containing transcripts of oral arguments from
Supreme court and the records available were from the year 1968 to 2019 with the total
of about 5000 text documents. Finally, there are about 11000 legal text documents in
total for the development of word embedding. Basic pre-processing steps were applied
on these before proceeding:
• Parsing the HTML to extract the judgement text (For Irish www.courts.ie judge-
ments only)
• Remove all escape characters (such as , , )˚, punctuation, single character words,
extra white spaces.
• Convert the text to lowercase.
• Tokenize while maintaining the order of the words.
The below table provides statistics on these after pre-processing:
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Vocabulary length 270,398
Vocabulary intersection with labelled judgements 73.5%
Total words ≈64 Million
Table 3.3: Scraped document statistics
The total number of words present in scraped data is about 64 million. Its vocabu-
lary size is several times bigger than the judgment text received from Stare Decisis.
However, the intersection of the vocabulary between them is only about 73.5%. The
decision must be made about the missing vocabulary during the phase of the experi-
ment and more on this will be discussed in detail appropriately for each approach later
in this chapter.
3.2 Research Design overview
This section will provide the complete blueprint of how the research is designed to
solve the problem of labelling Irish legal judgements. Multiple experiments will be
performed using traditional and state-of-the-art techniques and these models will be
evaluated using precision@N, recall@N and F1@N. F1@N will only be used to compare
during the experiments as it provides a single number score involving both recall and
precision.
The research aims at a detailed exploration of the recommender performance with
each incremental changes made with either the feature representation or the similarity
measure. However, several aspects revolve around the approach that can be further
modified and tested such as the vector length of word embedding, negative sampling,
number of epochs to learn word vector, window size and so on which requires tre-
mendous computation and time. The efforts are only made to study the impact of the
changes made in the approach rather than the embedding model fine-tuning. Default
settings are used with all the models developed and they are very similar to Google’s
pre-trained embedding.
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The figure 3.4 shows the complete workflow of this research. There are 2 segments
to it namely, the dataset section which is highlighted on the top left corner and the
functional segment which is everything else connected apart from it.
The dataset block contains two datasets at the start, labelled judgements provided by
Stare Decisis and scraped legal documents from Irish and USA legal websites. Both
the datasets are pre-processed accordingly and there are subtle differences in their
steps and are mentioned in the previous section. Pre-processed labelled judgements
are used to develop and test traditional TF and TF-IDF with KNN approach with
cosine similarity.
The scraped legal documents after pre-processing are provided to word2vec and Fast-
Text algorithms to develop word embedding. There are again two types of architec-
ture to develop word embedding CBoW and Skip-gram. With word embeddings, both
cosine and word mover’s distance can be applied to identify the similarity between
the documents. Now, the experiments are designed in such a way that comparisons
between the models developed are made optimally before identification and conclusion
of the best performing approach among the approaches chosen as part of this research.
There are four key approaches chosen to arrive at the recommendations using KNN
recommender in this research. They are,
• TF vectors as feature representation and cosine similarity
• TF-IDF vectors as feature representation and cosine similarity
• Word vector-based feature representation and cosine similarity
• Word vector-based feature representation and word mover’s distance
The same is reflected in the overview diagram provided above. Word vector covers all
the algorithms, architectures and training methods used.
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3.3 Research methodology
The methodology of this research, irrespective of the approach used is no different
than supervised learning. The components on the higher level are the same.
Figure 3.5: Research methodology
Note: The cosine similarity matrix is pre-computed during each approach to speed up
the process of evaluation and this does not violate any condition of including training
data point.
Instead of drastically running over to the most efficient approach as found in the liter-
ature this research moves quietly with a simpler and gradual increment from approach
to approach slowly growing towards incorporating the state-of-the-art components in
a search to identify the best recommender for Irish legal judgements.
The baseline starts at using TF vectors and cosine similarity and steps are taken to
explore and grow towards the embeddings approach to find a similarity between the
documents to recommend labels.
3.4 Recommender types
3.4.1 Type 1 - TF vectors and cosine
Type 1 recommender will provide with the baseline score to look up for and improve-
ment will be attempted from thereon. The pre-processing steps are already performed
at this point and clean data is used both concerning labelled judgements and scraped
data.
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The below are the steps taken to develop this recommender:
1. Extract TF vectors from the data for each documents.
2. Compute cosine similarity between each document using TF vectors and construct
a similarity matrix
3. For each document identify similar documents and rank them in non-increasing
order.
4. Perform leave one out cross-validation with range of K values and plot the recall@N,
precision@N and F1@N scores.
5. Identify the optimal K value using precision@N vs recall@N plot.
6. Generate charts accordingly for 3,4 and 5 recommendations per judgement to show
the effect of varying number of recommendations.
3.4.2 Type 2 - TF-IDF vectors and cosine
Type 2 recommender will encompass an incremental change over the previous one.
Here TF-IDF vectors are used instead of TF vectors and rest of the process remains
the same as before. As per the literature this type of recommender is widely used to
perform text analytics.
3.4.3 Type 3 - Resultant word vectors and cosine
Type 3 turns a completely different direction as compared to previous ones. Word
embedding algorithms are used to learn the numerical representations of the words
that capture both the semantic and syntactic relationship in a meaningful way.
Two of the popular algorithms word2vec and FastText are used to develop word em-
bedding. Also, word2vec pre-trained on Google news dataset will be used as a start-
ing point for embeddings and further exploration will be done considering this as the
baseline for word-embedding based recommenders.
Both word2vec and FastText provides word vectors which are the numerical repres-
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entation for the words in the document. To extend this to compare documents vector
addition is performed to add word vectors to retrieve document vector.
To handle missing words word2vec algorithm will not have a solution for the words
not in vocabulary and they have to be removed from the documents before processing.
To solve this problem FastText is used as it operates at the level of character-level
n-grams unless any sequence of characters present in the out of vocabulary words are
present as n-grams with vectors then word vector will be generated irrespective of its
presence in the model’s vocabulary. The principle is similar to what (Le & Mikolov,
2014) have demonstrated to perform word vector addition for context multiplication
resulting in meaningful representation.
Embeddings plus cosine:
1. Develop word embedding using scraped data that is completely independent of the
labelled judgements received from Stare Decisis.
2. Extract word vector for each word in labelled judgements and calculate resultant
vector to represent the document.
3. Compute similarity between each documents using vectors representing context of
the documents.
4. For each document identify similar documents and rank them in non-increasing
order.
5. Perform leave-one out cross-validation with range of K values and plot the recall@N,
precision@N and F1@N scores.
6. Identify the optimal K value using precision@N, recall@N and precision@N vs
recall@N charts.
7. Generate charts accordingly for 3,4 and 5 recommendations per judgement to show
the effect of varying number of recommendations.
In step 1, both word2vec (created and pre-trained) and FastText along with CBoW
and skip-gram architectures are used to develop word embedding separately and all
the other steps are performed independently for each.
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3.4.4 Type 4 - Word vectors and WMD
In this type word mover’s distance(WMD) is used instead of cosine similarity. The
advantage of using WMD over cosine is the distance metric itself is designed in such a
way that it uses word vectors for each document and estimates the effort required to
transport words from one document to other and hence there is no need to aggregate
word vectors manually to represent documents.
Embeddings plus word mover’s distance:
1. Develop word embedding using scraped data that is completely independent of the
labelled judgements received from Stare Decisis.
2. Extract word vector for each word in labelled judgements.
3. Use word vectors of each documents to calculate similarity matrix using WMD.
4. For each document identify similar documents and rank them in increasing order.
WMD is a distance metric and numerical value higher means higher difference between
the documents.
5. Perform leave one out cross-validation with range of K values and plot the recall@N,
precision@N and F1@N charts.
6. Identify optimal K value using the charts generated.
7. Generate charts accordingly for 3,4 and 5 recommendations per judgement to show
the effect of varying number of recommendations.
Again, in step 1 both word2vec(created and pre-trained) and FastText are used to de-
velop word embedding separately and all the other steps are performed independently
for each. This type is considered state-of-the-art according to the literature.
3.5 Evaluation
Leave one out cross-validation(LOOCV) is used to evaluate the models developed.
Since all of the observations from the dataset will be used to evaluate, the results
calculated will be far less biased. Meaning the split made for training and testing
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from other evaluation methods could not have the same distribution of labels. If the
test label distribution was different than the training label distribution, then the model
developed would be more biased towards the distribution found in the training and
the metrics calculated would not be fair when evaluating on the test set.
LOOCV is generally very expensive with high computational complexity, but it is
feasible in this research as the dataset to evaluate contains just 4000+ judgements to
evaluate.
Regarding the metrics used to evaluate Precision@N, Recall@N and F1@N are used
while F1@N score is solely used to compare any two recommenders as it provides a
single score involving both precision@N and recall@N.
Precision-Recall is used to measure the success of predictions with classification and
recommendation tasks when the outcome variable is very imbalanced. In information
retrieval, precision is a measure of result relevancy, while recall is a measure of how
many truly relevant results are returned (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The precision-recall curve is designed to understand the trade-off between precision
and recall for different thresholds. The threshold in this research means several re-
commendations provided. A high area under the curve represents both high recall and
high precision, where high precision relates to low FP, and high recall relates to low
FN. High scores for both show that the classifier is returning accurate results (high
precision), as well as returning a majority of all positive results (high recall).
A system with high recall but low precision returns many results, but most of its pre-
dicted labels are incorrect when compared to the training labels. A system with high
precision but low recall is just the opposite, returning very few results, but most of
its predicted labels are correct when compared to the training labels. An ideal system
with high precision and high recall will return many results, with all results being
relevant.
Precision@N, recall@N and precision-recall curves will be used to evaluate the per-
formance of each recommender developed. Precision@N, recall@N and F1@N will be
used interchangeably in this research as precision, recall and F1 respectively.
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Figure 3.6: Precision vs Recall curve
(Source: https://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto examples/model selection/
plot precision recall.html)
3.6 Summary
All the details of the datasets were provided in the first section including the pre-
processing done appropriately for both the datasets. A complete overview of how the
research design was provided connecting the datasets and techniques in consideration
for this research. Later research methodology provided a higher-level understanding
of how the datasets are utilized to generate recommendations and later evaluation.
Recommender types section provided an in-depth explanation with steps for each
recommender and the motto behind each. Evaluation is the key to any research and





Four different types of recommenders have been outlined in the previous chapter and
they will be used in this chapter in the experiment sections. Implementation section
under experiments shows how each recommender type has been implemented and com-
pared. Experiment summary section under experiments provides a brief explanation
about the results obtained and knowledge gained from the experiment.
Each experiment is performed with a question to answer while progressing towards
solving the research problem. Experiment 1 is the starting point for this research and
based on the results observed there further experiments will be designed accordingly.
Leave one out cross-validation method is used throughout and will not be mentioned
explicitly in the implementation diagrams.
Table 4.1 provides the details of all the recommenders that are built as part of this
research. In table 4.2 TimeD is the amount of time taken to develop word embedding
and TimeR is the amount of time taken to extract word vectors and calculate resultant
vector for each document. Vocabulary intersection is the percentage of words present
in both judgement text and words learnt by model. The vocabulary intersection
initially was about 73% and after the development of word embeddings it changes due









1 TF Cosine - -
2 TF-IDF Cosine - -
3 Resultant vectors Cosine Domain specific(word2vec) CBoW
4 Resultant vectors Cosine Domain specific(word2vec) Skip-gram
5 Resultant vectors Cosine Pre-trained (word2vec) CBoW
6 Resultant vectors Cosine Domain specific (FastText) CBoW
7 Resultant vectors Cosine Domain specific(FastText) Skip-gram
8 Word vectors WMD Pre-trained (word2vec) CBoW
9 Word vectors WMD Domain specific(word2vec) Skip-gram
10 Word vectors WMD Domain specific (FastText) CBoW
11 Word vectors WMD Domain specific(FastText) Skip-gram
Table 4.1: Recommenders developed during this research
Algorithm Architecture Vocabulary intersection TimeD TimeR
Word2vec CBoW 57.1% 28mins 48 mins
Word2vec Skip-gram 57.1% 152 mins 51 mins
FastText CBoW 62.8% 54 mins 64 mins
FastText Skip-gram 62.8% 239 mins 65 mins
Table 4.2: Details of word embeddings developed
4.1 Experiment 1
4.1.1 Aim
To identify the best performing KNN recommender with cosine similarity between TF
and TF-IDF text representations when both are evaluated using LOOCV method with




Dataset used: Pre-processed version of the labelled dataset provided by Stare Decisis.
Figure 4.1: Experiment 1: Implementation
Recommender Type 1 : KNN recommender using cosine as similarity and TF vectors
used to represent legal judgements.
Recommender Type 2 : KNN recommender using cosine as similarity and TF-IDF vec-
tors are used to represent legal judgements.
Evaluation and comparison: Leave one out cross validation is performed on each re-
commender to calculate evaluation metrics. Charts will be generated accordingly to
support the comparison of the recommenders and F1 score is explicitly used for this
purpose.
Only this experiment is performed using R programming environment and the config-
uration of the computing device and time taken to develop are given below.
Computation device configuration:
Processor: Intel core- i7 - 8550U
RAM: 16GB
On an average time taken to,
extract TF /TF-IDF vectors ≈ 20 mins
calculate similarity matrix TF /TF-IDF ≈ 9 hours using tm package.
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Generate recommendations ≈ 20 mins
4.1.3 Results
Figure 4.2: Experiment 1: (Recall and Precision) vs K
4.1.4 Experiment summary
Observing the recommendation results, both TF and TF-IDF vectors were almost
similar. In terms of performance neither of them is worth exploring any further as the
maximum of recall and precision for both are below 0.25 at 3 recommendations per
judgement. F1 reflects the same as neither of them were able to go past 0.25 with any
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Figure 4.3: Experiment 1: F1 vs K
Figure 4.4: Experiment 1: Precision vs Recall
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number of recommendations or K value.
Irrespective of the performance the charts show a general trend with respect to recall
and precision over increase in number of recommendations. High recall results in lower
recall and lower recall results in higher precision.
Thus, precision vs recall chart is developed to investigate more on this precision and
recall see saw effect, and it clearly shows a trend that lower number of recommend-
ations provides higher precision and increasing the number of recommendations will
have a higher recall. A balance between the two as observed is around 5 recommend-
ations. This chart also suggests that increasing the number of K for KNN also has an
effect on precision and recall. The increase in precision and recall is significant with
lower values of K but saturates as K approaches 50.
4.2 Experiment 2
The previous experiment has shown that both the traditional feature representation
have provided poor results. The focus from here on will be on word embedding tech-
niques to solve the research problem.
4.2.1 Aim
The aim of this experiment is to use the word2vec algorithm-based pre-trained em-
bedding and domain specific embeddings developed with both CBoW and skip-gram
architecture to calculate resultant vectors for document representation to explore and
compare their effectiveness in recommending labels for Irish legal documents when
KNN recommender approach is used and all of the recommenders developed are eval-
uated using leave one out cross validation method with precision, recall and F1 metrics.
4.2.2 Implementation
All of the recommender blocks used in this experiment are of the same type on the
surface. From inside, the difference varies with model development or the architec-
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Figure 4.5: Experiment 2: Implementation
ture. The first recommender block is the CBoW architecture of word2vec and the
embedding are developed using domain-specific data scraped as explained in chapter
3. The second recommender block is the same as the first but only with the change
in architecture used. Skip-gram is used in this block instead of CBoW. In the final
block, word2vec word embedding pre-trained on Google news data is acquired and
used which is of CBoW architecture.
The vocabulary intersection between the pre-trained embeddings and the labelled
judgements is about 46.1% while the word2vec embedding developed and the judge-
ments are about 57.1%. The number of words used in pre-trained embeddings is 100




Figure 4.6: Experiment 2: (Precision and Recall) vs (K and recommendations)
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Figure 4.7: Experiment 2: F1 vs K




This experiment has provided valuable insight into how the number of words used to
develop word embedding could affect the performance of the model. Even though the
vocabulary intersection was greater with the embedding developed the results suggest
that the number of words could be the key with word2vec embedding, both CBoW
and skip-gram architecture.
In terms of numbers, pre-trained embeddings outperformed developed embeddings in
every possible way. Precision and recall charts show a similar trend as the previous ex-
periment concerning the increase in the number of recommendations. Recall increased
with an increase in the number of recommendations while precision decreased with
the same. The highest precision was achieved by pre-trained embedding with around
0.5 for K = 24 and the number of recommendations set to 3. The performance of
all the methods saturated at around 18-24 nearest neighbours and started decreasing
afterwards. Precision vs recall chart confirmed that there is a significant performance
gap between developed embeddings and the pre-trained.
Having seen the performance and setting a benchmark of 0.5 precision and 0.53 F1
score for word2vec, FastText will be implemented in the next experiment for further
exploration.
4.3 Experiment 3
The advantage of character-level embedding with FastText algorithm will have an
effect in the form of increase in vocabulary intersection. It also provides better rep-
resentation for infrequent words and also for out of vocabulary words as they will be




The aim of this experiment is to implement FastText algorithm to develop word em-
bedding and calculate resultant vectors to represent documents using both CBoW and
skip-gram architecture to explore and compare their effectiveness in recommending la-
bels for Irish legal documents when KNN recommender approach is used and all of
the recommenders developed are evaluated using leave one out cross validation with
precision, recall and F1 metrics.
4.3.2 Implementation
Figure 4.9: Experiment 3: Implementation
Both the recommenders used are very similar except for the architectural changes used
to develop word embeddings. FastText uses character level n-grams to develop word
embeddings over word2vec which completely deals with words.





Figure 4.10: Experiment 3: (Precision and Recall) vs (K and Recommendations)
Figure 4.11: Experiment 3: F1 vs K
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Figure 4.12: Experiment 3: Precision vs Recall
4.3.4 Experiment summary
The results show that there is little to no difference between word2vec and FastText
developed embeddings. The use of cosine similarity in context with word embedding
is only reliant on resultant vectors to identify the similarity between the documents
using the context. In terms of the number they still appear poor and indifferent from




Domain-specific word embeddings fell short with both the word2vec and FastText
algorithms when cosine similarity was used. The main reason so far appears to be the
quality of the word vectors. WMD will be the final attempt at this problem in this
research and it will be interesting if the results improve over cosine.
4.4.1 Aim
To identify among word2vec pretrained, word2vec domain specific and FastText do-
main specific the best performing word embedding in conjunction with the KNN re-
commender using WMD when all of them are evaluated using LOOCV with preci-
sion@N, recall@N and F1@N metrics.
4.4.2 Implementation
Figure 4.13: Experiment 4: Implementation
Since the computational cost of calculating WMD was very high and during experi-
mentation, it was found that calculating WMD between two documents took on an
average 70 seconds on a single GPU (Nvidia K80) using python 3.6 environment. By
going with this number there are 4420 documents and the number of WMD calcula-
tions 44202 times 70 seconds. Since, WMD is commutative, meaning WMD(A,B) =
WMD(B,A), it still requires (
44202
2
−4420)∗70 seconds to calculate the distance mat-
rix. Subtracting 4420, to avoid calculating document distance to itself. This number
comes out to around 21 years to calculate the matrix. Hence, from a feasibility point
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of view, a sample of 26 documents were chosen at random which still took about 6 to
7 hours per model to calculate the WMD matrix.
WMD for this sample chosen was calculated using FastText-Skipgram, FastText-
CBoW, Word2vec-CBoW and Word2vec-Pretrained. The results of these are presented
in the next section.
4.4.3 Results
Figure 4.14: Experiment 4: (Precision and Recall) vs (K and recommendations)
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Figure 4.15: Experiment 4: F1 vs K




The recommendations provided by word2vec CBoW and FastText CBow are exactly
the same, and the same with word2vec pre-trained and FastText skip-gram. Hence
there are only two lines visible throughout the graphs developed in this experiment
as they are overlapping. Regarding the performance, WMD has provided precision of
0.28 and F1 of 0.34 with FastText CBoW and word2vec CBoW embeddings. To note,
WMD only had 26 samples and the number appears to be at least 3% better than
previous domain-specific embeddings. Pre-trained embedding has failed to deliver
better results as it did with the cosine similarity approach. The small number of
recommendations per judgement performed well even on this small dataset adhering
to the definition of precision. About the selection of K WMD had a reverse trend as
compared to cosine similarity. It appears throughout the charts that the lesser value
of K resulted in better recommendation with K =2 being the sweet stop with about
F1 = 0.34.
It would be interesting to compare FastText CBoW WMD approach which performed
well in this experiment to pre-trained embedding with cosine which performed well in
experiment 2 on the same sample dataset as WMD can not scale to the full dataset
at this time. The results of the next experiment must be taken with a pinch of salt as
the sample of the dataset used is very low.
4.5 Experiment 5
4.5.1 Aim
To identify the best performing KNN recommender between domain-specific FastText
CBoW with WMD and pre-trained word2vec CBoW with cosine similarity when both
are evaluated using LOOCV with precision@N, recall@N and F1@N metrics on a data




Figure 4.17: Experiment 5: Implementation
Best of both cosine and WMD recommenders identified in this research are compared
on a sample data of 26 judgements. Domain-specific FastText CBoW embedding based
recommender worked well with WMD while word2vec pre-trained embedding worked
well with cosine similarity. Pre-trained embedding has established using resultant
vector but failed to perform on WMD however, it is too early to say as further research




Figure 4.18: Experiment 5: (Precision and Recall) vs (K and recommendations)
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Figure 4.19: Experiment 5: F1 vs K




The results obtained show that on the selected sample judgements of size 26 WMD
approach still holds strong against cosine approach. The performance of WMD starts
early as seen in the previous and this experiment and start dropping with an increase in
K whereas with cosine it starts slow and increases with increase in K. This specifically
handicaps cosine based approach as it requires sufficient nearest neighbours before the
performance starts to saturate. Precision vs recall was plotted for both WMD and
cosine approach with WMD read at 2 nearest neighbours and cosine read at 19 nearest
neighbours each when they were highest according to figure 4.18 and figure 4.19. Both
the approach have the highest values when the number of recommendation is low that
is 3.
4.6 Discussion
Total of 5 experiments was conducted in this research to solve the labelling problem
for Irish legal judgements.
Experiment 1 was conducted using traditional feature representations tf and tf-idf to
identify a suitable one to solve the problem. The results obtained in this experiment
showed that both of the representations performed very similar to each other with
neither of scoring well below 0.25 as measured by both precision and F1 across the
value of K and number of recommendations. However, this experiment provided the
research with a benchmark to work with. Experiment 2 proved critical as it showed
that the number of words used to develop embedding is important as insufficiency of
word examples to learn from, despite having high vocabulary intersection could provide
poor performance. Domain-specific embedding had lesser word examples while having
high vocabulary intersection but higher word example and slightly lower vocabulary
intersection with pre-trained embedding provided significantly higher performance.
The highest result was achieved using pre-trained embedding with resultant vectors
with precision around 0.5 and recall around 0.6 with F1 aggregating these around 0.54.
Progressing forward with FastText another word embedding algorithm with domain-
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specific data to develop word embedding in experiment 3 provided no worth in com-
parison to what was achieved by pre-trained embedding in experiment 2.
Experiment 4 was a slight turn around for domain-specific embedding when WMD was
used instead of cosine similarity. The results appeared promising with 0.28 - precision,
0.44 - recall and F1 aggregating these scores to around 0.34. However, in this exper-
iment, only a sample of 26 judgements was used due to computational complexities
associated with WMD. Later, experiment 5 concluded by comparing WMD and cosine
based approaches with best of both being FastText CBoW and word2vec pre-trained
respectively. The results of this experiment showed that WMD being a distance meas-
ure has an advantage with less nearest neighbours and cosine has an advantage with
more nearest neighbours as observed throughout the research. A detailed investigation




This chapter provides a brief overview of the research problem followed by the design
and experimental results obtained with key findings. Finally, the chapter looks at the
contribution of this research and offers some potential directions that could lead to
further investigation towards solving the research problem.
5.1 Overview of work
The research started with an aim to investigate traditional and state-of-the-art tech-
niques in an attempt to solve the real-world problem of recommending labels for Irish
legal judgements. Two independent datasets were used in this research. Labelled
Irish judgements were provided by Stare Decisis and the other domain-specific text
data was scraped from the internet from two sources. Basic pre-processing steps were
applied on both the datasets appropriately before proceeding to implementation.
This research was empirical in nature and sought knowledge that is necessary to solve
the problem in the fixed narrow band of techniques chosen. Five individual experi-
ments were designed to investigate and understand the feasibility of the techniques in
focus. The first experiment was devised to compare traditional text representations
while setting a baseline for other techniques yet to be implemented. The second exper-
iment focused completely on the word2vec algorithm by utilizing an already available
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pre-trained embedding and also by developing one using domain-specific text data.
The third experiment was designed to focus on FastText algorithm to develop word
embedding for an advantage that it works on character grams rather the words them-
selves which are beneficial when working with less frequent words. The fourth utilized
word mover’s distance instead of cosine which was used until now in the research. Both
the word2vec and FastText were used in conjunction with WMD in this experiment.
The final experiment was devised to verify if the best of cosine based approach works
better than WMD based approach.
One of the challenges encountered during this research was the amount of time that
was required to build the recommendation systems. More than 500 recommendation
systems were built across all experiments consuming over 300 man-hours of develop-
ment time with multiple python environments equipped with Graphical Processing
Units (GPU).
Another challenge faced was with the development of the recommendation system
using WMD. One of the research objectives was to compare WMD based recommend-
ation system to cosine based recommendation system, however, in practice, this proved
infeasible to reliably compare both the approaches due to the amount of computation
that is required. The major issue was that the sample chosen was too small to accept
the results confidently.
The dataset initially received from Stare Decisis was plagued with infrequent words.
It was found that 30% of the words in the corpus had a frequency of just 1. Another
challenge with the dataset is about the uncertainty of the presence of bias, it can
be inferred from what is visible in the charts however, this can easily complicate the
understandings of the results. For this research, it is ignored and all the recommend-
ation systems developed were evaluated on the same label frequency distribution as
received.
Due to computational complexities associated with the word embeddings, hyper-
parameter space was not searched for better parameters. All of the algorithms were
set to default as provided by Gensim (Rˇeh˚urˇek & Sojka, 2010) which is also similar to
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the parameters of pre-trained embedding.
5.2 Research findings
Feature representation and its quality play a key role in machine learning and the
same was proven in this research. The performance achieved using traditional repres-
entations were poor and failed to set a good benchmark for models that were created
later.
Domain-specific embeddings despite having the maximum of 66% vocabulary inter-
section struggled with cosine similarity approach as the quality of word vectors were
poor due to less amount of training examples for the model to learn from. Pre-trained
embedding, however, performed significantly better than domain-specific embeddings
even with lesser vocabulary intersection in comparison due to the quality of word vec-
tor representation that was trained on 100 Billion words.
WMD has shown glimpses of what it could be capable of to solve this problem. It
emerged as a better performer on a sample data with domain-specific embedding even
against the pre-trained embeddings with proved to contain quality word vectors. It
will be interesting to investigate more on this in the legal domain.
5.3 Impact of the research
As clearly stated by (Wolpert & Macready, 1997) there is no free lunch in machine
learning and only through a thorough exploration of numerous data pre-processing,
feature representation, and modelling techniques can an effective approach be achieved.
With every step of development in the field of machine learning being vast on their
own, the problem identified must be attempted to solve from somewhere.
The problem of labelling Irish legal documents can be solved in multiple ways and this
research attempted to do this by employing traditional and current state-of-the-art




TF and TF-IDF vectors take longer time to generate recommendations and are also
inefficient on this dataset.
Word embeddings require a massive amount of data to learn a meaningful represent-
ation and was proved by experiment 2. Domain-specific embeddings could achieve
better performance with WMD as compared to cosine similarity in KNN based recom-
mendation system.
Developing Irish legal domain-specific word embeddings to solve this research problem
could be challenging as the amount of available open legal text could prove insufficient.
Application of KNN recommendation system approach is feasible for this dataset when
cosine similarity is used both with TF and TF-IDF vectors and also word embeddings.
Exploration has been done through an evidence-based approach for the sake of gath-
ering knowledge that could lead to the identification of an efficient approach for the
problem.
5.4 Future work and recommendations
Number of directions are available to extend this work.
• One obvious option is to gather more data to develop and improve the quality
of word embeddings.
• Employing other metrics such as Relaxed Word Movers Distance(RWMD) and
Word Centroid Distance (WCD) which are very similar to WMD will be inter-
esting as these theoretically require less computation in comparison to WMD to
calculate the distance. These measures are yet to be launched by Gensim.
• GloVe is another interesting algorithm by Stanford and this can also be explored
to find its suitability for the problem.
• The amount of computation required to develop word embedding and test it in
an application is truly challenging and research with focus only on arriving at
the best parameters can potentially step closer to solving this problem.
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• Essential component to develop a word embedding is the amount of text data.
For legal domain embedding in English, gathering more data from all of the open
legal websites who maintain their records in English could significantly improve
the quality of word vectors.
• Re-labelling all of the judgments received by several solicitors and aggregating
can reduce the bias and improve the quality of the labels assigned.
• Sampling techniques can also be used to tackle these kinds of situation where
class labels are imbalanced.
• Several variants of TF-IDF have been developed and available and further in-
vestigation can also be done using these.
• Dimensional reduction techniques can be employed on TF-IDF vectors to reduce
sparsity and explore the possibilities on this dataset.
• Memory based recommendation system was developed in this research and model-
based approaches are also a feasible option.
• Word sense disambiguation is an interesting option to incorporate with word
embeddings to help find difference between words such as interest, apple and
lotus that when written are the same but mean differentl in different contexts.
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